
At last, there’s a choice in the gas industry. And when you look at the options, 
there’s really no comparison – Neptune makes all the difference with: 

115 years of superior service to the water industry – experience 
that is now being harnessed for the gas industry.

Over 50 million connected customers throughout 
North America using Neptune products.

The highest integrity in four crucial areas: 
system, data, measurement and supplier.
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Different is good. Actually, different is

Since 1892, Neptune has been focused on meeting the evolving needs of utilities,

providing products and services that help optimize revenue while increasing operational

efficiency and improving customer service. The pursuit of these goals has led Neptune to

a number of industry firsts, including the first absolute encoder register, the first handheld

data capture system, and the first absolute encoder to feature advanced functionality

beyond basic meter reading.

Neptune’s dedication and experience has resulted in the development of our ARB® Utility

Management Systems™, end-to-end systems with advanced features that put utilities in

control with accurate data, maximum efficiency and superior customer service. These

systems have helped Neptune achieve its most important goal: being viewed as the most

valued partner in assisting utilities to more effectively serve their customers.
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Walk-by Application

Neptune’s CE5320X is a rugged, ergonomically sound handheld device that supports any

combination of keyed, probed and RF readings, including Neptune’s R900 technology.

Mobile Application

Neptune’s MRX920™ and MTX950™ mobile data collectors balance powerful performance

with ease of use to provide strong solutions for utilities seeking mobile meter-reading

capability. Both devices can collect over 70 meter readings per second from up to a mile away

while accurately and efficiently communicating the data to Neptune’s management software. 

Neptune’s MRX920, MTX950 and the new TRX920™ mobile data collectors can read a variety

of endpoints, including all R900® technology and electric ERTs.

The TRX920, a multi-functional data collector, offers a mobile option to smaller utilities that

do not have high-density areas requiring the MRX920 or MTX950. A truly multi-functional

device, the TRX920 works as both a mobile and a walk-by device, depending on the user’s

specific needs.

Take your utility to a new level of accuracy, efficiency and customer confidence. 

Contact Neptune, and take control of your future today.

The R900G radio frequency endpoint is the cornerstone of a complete AMR solution for the

gas industry. Using field-proven R900® technology, the R900G offers customers a reliable,

economical meter reading solution that is fully integrated with Neptune’s ARB® Utility

Management System™.

The R900G’s high output power enables it to read faster and with higher read success rates

than other endpoints. It is easy to install, and is compatible with a variety of meters,

including all current residential and commercial American®, Sensus® and Actaris® natural

gas meters. Utilities can upgrade to the R900G with no interruption of service – it is

possible to install the device while gas is flowing through the meter, and any existing

account history will be maintained after the switch. 

As part of our end-to-end management system, the R900G provides invaluable data

including four-, five-, and six-digit meter reading, as well as advanced detection of tamper,

reverse flow and no consumption. Add in Neptune’s amazing 20-year warranty, and you’ve

got a product you can really count on.

Now there are 
more cutting-edge optionS 
for the gas industry.

DATA COLLECTION SYSTEMS

Neptune recognizes that no single approach can meet the needs 

of a utility. That’s why the R900G is designed to work with a variety of data

collection systems, allowing utilities to choose the option (or combination of

options) that best suits their needs.

The R900G

Minimize read time,

installation cost and 

cost of ownership.

Maximize reliability.


